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Dear Investor,

You've heard the stock market saying, "The Trend is your Friend." 

In any market -- up, down or sideways -- fortunes can be made by getting in early on unstoppable trends. 

But as an investor, you also know this: The key to true portfolio outperformance -- which can mean the difference between modest gains and early

retirement -- is to find that one stock that's positioned to benefit above all the others. 

It's in the right place, at the right time, with the right product. 

The stock we're about to discuss fits that description to a "T". The industry is bottled water, something you and your family probably enjoy every day

without thinking much about it. 

But believe me when I say that the investment community and media are taking notice of where and how beverage manufacturers are shifting their focus. 

The trends indicate that the right time is now. 

And in the next few moments, I'll give you the stock ticker and name of the company that's got the right product to literally flood the market…and to take

advantage of bottled water's surging popularity. 

But first, you need to understand the magnitude of the societal shift taking place.

Like

Industry: Beverages

Alkame Holdings, Inc.

OTCQB: ALKM

Shares Outstanding: 69,878,939
Public Float: 26,686,674

Fiscal Year Ends: December

Risk Level: Speculative

WSG Rating: Overweight
Website: www.alkamewater.com

http://www.alkamewater.com/
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"The hottest new beverage is water… one of the 
fastest-growing segments of the beverage industry" [4]

 Just how hot is bottled water? 

According to a new report by Research and Markets, the world bottled water market is expected to reach an astonishing $70 billion in value by 2017.[5] 

We're in an era of rising global population, so the simple math is that more people equals more demand for clean water. 

But you also have to look at factors such as consumer spending patterns and growing levels of health consciousness and sports performance. 

So the question is…how can you capitalize on this monster trend? 

If you buy shares in a Big Soda conglomerate such as Coca-Cola, Pepsi, or Nestle, your profits from bottled water are diluted amongst their many other

products, many of which contain sugar, chemicals, and artificial flavors that health-conscious consumers won't touch. 

Coke, for example, generates 70 percent of its profits from soft drinks [7] while Pepsi makes 30 percent of its sales in drinks, and the rest in brands like

Frito-Lay, Tropicana, and Cap'n Crunch.[8] With annual U.S. soft drink sales at $127 billion,[9] they're scrambling for alternative revenue streams. 

But there's a better answer…

http://www.wallstreetgiants.com/WSG-report-ALKM.pdf#view=FitV
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Ride the Bottled Water Boom with Alkame

OTCQB: ALKM

The emerging bottled water company we've identified is Alkame Holdings, Inc. traded on the over-the-counter securities market known as the OTCQB,

under the ticker ALKM. 

Their innovative Alkame Water is a patented, scientifically engineered product called FUNCTIONAL WATER which stands to become the go-to choice
any time someone reaches for a bottle. 

It's a breakthrough product with a wide range of clinically proven health benefits, plus a savvy national advertising, marketing, and distribution plan.

What Pro Athletes Are Saying about Alkame Water

"Most people don’t realize how important it is to properly hydrate early. I used to have problems with cramping. Now I drink Alkame because

what you drink early in the day is what will carry you through practice and keep you from cramping after practice. I got lucky that I started
drinking Alkame: I have not had an issue with cramping all year."  

—Darrell Stuckey, San Diego Chargers
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"I like Alkame’s special properties—the way it is micro-clustered for better hydration. I had soft tissue issues last year, and a lot that comes from

lack of hydration. Alkame gives you hydration and added oxygen, which is very beneficial for athletes."  

—Walter Thurmond, Seattle Seahawks [12]

Bottled Water: An Unstoppable Trend

 Major demographic undercurrents are driving the bottled water trend. In the U.S., we now drink more
than 50 percent more bottled water than we did in 2001.[13] 

According to the International Bottled Water Association, American consumers drank an average of 30.8 gallons of bottled water in 2012, with per-capita

consumption up 5.3 percent.[14] 

Zenith International researchers say that global sales of functional and flavored waters sales -- Alkame's sub-segment of the overall bottled water market --

reached $17 billion in 2012 and should grow to $29 billion by 2017.[16] 

Yet, amazingly enough, the U.S. ranks only 11th in global per capita consumption of bottled water. 

That provides an opportunity for growth, according to Forbes, which projects that bottled water will become the largest segment of the U.S. liquid

refreshment beverage market by the end of this decade.[17] 

As people shift their lifestyles toward health and wellness, as well as improvements in athletic performance, they are embracing water as a healthful

alternative to other beverages. 

And, as recent disasters such as Hurricane Sandy on the East Coast and the chemical spill in West Virginia have illustrated, bottled water demand can also

surge when emergencies strike on a large scale.

 

So, what is causing this paradigm shift away from sodas and toward bottled water? Here are a few of the top-line reasons: 
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"Drop in Soda Sales Accelerates

as Healthier Options Grow" [20]

Health problems

Just like your mom told you, consumption of sugary soft drinks can lead to a variety of ailments, such as

weight gain, poor dental hygiene, diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Taken to the extreme, those factors add up to heart attacks, stroke

and premature death.[21] 

Cancer concerns

Soda's "caramel coloring" sounds innocent enough on the label, but the reality is that it comes from the chemical 4-methylimidazole -- which is a potential

carcinogen, according to the World Health Organization's International Agency for Research on Cancer and the state of California.[22] 

Diet soda isn't an answer

If you think "diet equals safe" when it comes to soda, you need to revisit your assumptions. Sure, saccharin got taken off the market years ago, but the

long-term effects of today's artificial sweeteners are unknown, and recent studies have implicated diet sodas in negative health outcomes such as weight

gain, Type 2 diabetes.[23]

"Water and Wine Surge, Cheap Beer and Soda Crash"

-The Atlantic

  

As a result, the consumer market's increasing rejection of sugary sodas, diet sodas, and other soft drinks has one main beneficiary. 

You guessed it: Bottled water. 

"Among 13 to 24 year olds, water is the first choice of drinks" noted The Financial Times. "Millennials have grown up with water." [26] 

The leading consulting firm Beverage Marketing Corporation projects that bottled water is poised for future consumption increases, continuing to grow the

U.S. market well beyond its current $11.4 billion. [27]
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Bottled Water's Popularity Is Splashed

All Over the News

With so many media outlets pumping water (and slamming soft drinks) it's almost like they're doing free marketing and publicity for the industry. 

Consider, too, U.S. First Lady Michelle Obama's highly visible "Drink Up" campaign, which encourages consumers to consume more water.[28] 

Meanwhile, Alkame is driving major endorsement promotions of their own. 

As you can see from the adjacent list, their roster of Ambassadors includes NBA star Danny Green of the San Antonio Spurs and Walter Thurmond of the

Super Bowl Champion Seattle Seahawks, as well as famous pros in skateboarding, snowboarding, surfing and red-hot sports like Mixed Martial Arts. 

And while they're not official ambassadors, big-name celebrities who've been seen drinking Alkame include Robert Downey Jr. and Patrick Dempsey. 

 The company continues to add a steady flow of

high-profile names, and you can view updates in their news feed and website: www.alkamewater.com/whos-drinking-alkame-water

http://www.alkamewater.com/whos-drinking-alkame-water
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Making a Full-Court Press on National Broadcast

and Social Media

Alkame is also taking aggressive positioning in social media and national broadcast media. The company's social media channels on Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram and other platforms, reach an eye-popping 50 million unique visitors each month. 

They've also targeted national reach through more than 200 radio stations, which amounts to about 2 million listeners per week. In February 2014, Alkame

announced a Marketing and Media Agreement with Soy Sauce Media (SSM), a California-based entertainment company, through which Alkame will

become the exclusive water advertiser on three of the company's nationally syndicated radio shows and also retained first right of refusal on their other

productions. 

The agreement gives Alkame an inside line on SSM's industry expertise and well-established sports, heath, and fitness-focused audiences through three

national syndicated radio shows: "All Action Sports Radio," which offers national coverage of the action sports industry; "Blueprint Champ Radio," focused

on educating student athletes, parents & coaches about goal setting, leadership, time management, health/nutrition; and "Life in the Groove," a diet,

exercise, health & wellness show heard across the country in more than 50 markets, hosted by fitness guru Tina Anderson. 

In addition to the considerable reach from the radio shows, Alkame will have the opportunity to participate in Soy Sauce Media videos, Alkame-sponsored

athlete interviews, along with banner and product onsite and product-placement services for "live" broadcast TV and film

projects.[31]
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Alkame: The Most Innovative Bottled Water
Formulation on the Market
If you took high school chemistry, you may think that all water molecules are alike. 

But that's actually not the case. 

Alkame water is produced with a patented process which alters the molecular structure of water, producing a combination of characteristics that are unique
in the beverage industry. 

This "reconstructed" water—and Alkame's revolutionary packaging—offers EIGHT key advantages: 

1) Better absorption

Without getting too technical, these smaller, "micro-clustered" molecules allow the cells of your body to absorb water more quickly and efficiently. That

improved hydration translates into improved digestion, metabolic function and elimination of waste. 

2) Optimal pH

Alkame water is also mildly alkaline, supporting an optimal pH which athletes and doctors worldwide recommend for more effective hydration. 

3) Source of antioxidants

Alkame is a powerful source of antioxidants, which fight oxidative stress and free radicals, and boost immune systems -- particularly important as we age! 

4) Oxygenated

Alkame is unique in the sense that its patented process provides high levels of stabilized dissolved oxygen -- in fact, it's the only company that can currently

make that claim. That helps improve aerobic capacity, is good for overall health, and enhances energy and overall vitality. 

5) Shelf life

Tests have shown that Alkame Water retains its beneficial properties for a full two-year shelf life -- which the company says leaves the pack in the dust. 

6) Recyclable, biodegradable bottles

As you may have heard in the news in national publications such as Time Magazine, some cities such as San Francisco are considering banning bottled

water in plastic containers.[32] Here, Alkame is ahead of the curve, with 100% recyclable bottles, which are manufactured using the leading innovative

technology, BioSphere -- offering the perfect answer to environmentalists who otherwise shun plastic packaging. 

7) BPA-free

In addition, Alkame's BPA-free (Bisphenol A free) plastic helps prevent BPA leaching into the water. This is something that today's health-conscious

consumers demand from their bottled water. 

8) Kosher certified

Alkame has successfully completed the kosher certification process by the Kosher Division of the Orthodox Union (OU), the world's largest kosher

certification agency. Using the OU kosher logo on all Alkame product packaging can be an advantage for favorable shelf placement and sales.[33]
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Plus, When It Comes to Science, 

Alkame Is Way Ahead of the Pack
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 The major challenge for most companies selling bottled water is product innovation and differentiation, as

there's often a perception that "water is still just water." 

As you now understand, Alkame isn't just water, and it offers far more advantages than its peers in the functional beverage sector. 

But more important, it's proven to get results: Clinical studies have shown Alkame Water can offer an amazing array of health benefits [34], including

boosting the immune system [Baylor University] possible protection from free radical damage [Accurate Testing Labs] and improvement in cardio-

respiratory function [Kern Rehab]. 

Each new clinical study could reveal something exciting about the potential health and wellness properties of Alkame -- so you'll definitely want to keep an

eye on the company's news page!:

www.alkamewater.com/investors

http://www.alkamewater.com/investors
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CLOSE

Why Big Soda Might Want to Drink Up ALKM

All of the big manufacturers are well aware how important water is to their bottom line. Coca-Cola's SmartWater, an electrolyte-fortified functional water,

has grown over $400 million since 2008, in large part a result of their premium positioning. [35] 

Seeking Alpha recently published an article titled "Big Beverage Companies Eye Small Water Players," which discussed how Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and others

have begun acquiring up-and-comers in the beverage sector.[36] 

Their conclusion? 

"It seems like the timing just might be right for investors interested in catching the wave of the bottled water sector." 

You might ask, of course, why those companies don't just create their own functional water. 

Well, that's why Alkame recognizes the value in acquiring the rights to the patent – it is vital to their business plans and future. The big beverage companies

can't imitate or copy the formulation process that makes Alkame unique. 

The only options are to try to compete against it, or acquire the company and its patents. 

But if Alkame closes on its pending acquisition of the rights to the patent, then they will hold all rights to the patent themselves and own this unique

formulation process!

Specialty Beverage Stocks Boom

CLICK CHARTS TO EXPAND
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Note: Stock prices adjusted for dividends and splits. Source: Yahoo!Finance [42]
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The specialty beverage sector can command some hefty price tags…with stock performances to match. 

Coca-Cola's purchases in recent years have included Glaceau Vitaminwater, their largest acquisition ever, which was bought for $4.1 billion. [43] 

For FUZE, they paid about $250 million. [44] 

Meanwhile, Pepsi's acquisition of SOBE raked in about $370 million for the owners. [45] 

According to FoodBev.com, bottled water mergers and acquisitions heated up last year, doubling from 8 in 2012 to 16 in 2013. [46] 

Obviously, this is a trend and opportunity with significant upside potential.

ALKM's New Agreements Driving Distribution

As mentioned earlier, the entire bottled water industry is going to need to address the risks of plastic bottle bans. Alkame's BioSphere packaging, of

course, provides a key marketing advantage in that respect. 

But there's another important aspect you need to understand: Alkame, as a new entrant in the industry, must address marketing factors such as the

challenges of getting shelf space. 
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Distribution channels are the key to getting product into consumers' hands, and at the time this report was produced, the company had secured important

distribution agreements with: 

AMAZON

The online giant's fulfillment center will handle all online orders, shipping (including free Amazon Prime two-day shipping and on orders over $35), and

customer service. "Fulfillment by Amazon" services will help the company efficiently boost direct sales across the country and provide it with instant access

to a large community of potential online shoppers that are already loyal Amazon customers. [47] 

7-ELEVEN

In January 2014, Alkame began distribution to more than 100 7-Eleven (the world's largest convenience store chain) franchisees stores in Southern

California, with hopes to expand throughout all 1,200 7-Eleven stores in California. With 10,200 stores in North America and nearly 51,600 around the

world, this is a relationship with major long-term potential. [48] 

NATURE’S BEST

Distribution with the largest privately owned wholesaler-distributor of health and natural food products in the U.S. gives Alkame significant reach into an

important market. Their portfolio includes natural food stores, grocery stores, and restaurants in Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada,

New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Hawaii, and select markets in Asia. Plus, Alkame can tap into their retail expertise, such as

merchandising, promotions and field sales. [49] 

AVANZAR SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

This distribution and consulting company's 7,000 retail clients include big names like Kroger, Walgreens, Kmart, Albertsons, Whole Foods and Safeway.

They're also a brand incubation and distribution organization that specializes in working with early stage consumer brand companies and high-end brands

such as Voss and Volvic waters. Their regional in-house Direct Store Delivery (DSD) operation in Southern California means improved access to retail

shelf placement, expanded in-store merchandising option. [50] 

URM STORES

URM Stores, Inc., is a Washington State-based retailer-owned grocery cooperative business. This deal gives Alkame distribution within URM’s five-state

area, which includes Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. URM currently distributes a wide variety of grocery products to retail,

convenience store, and food service locations within these five states. [51] 

Clearly, Alkame is proceeding aggressively on growing its distribution channels, and you'll want to check company news regularly for the latest update:

www.alkamewater.com/investors

http://www.alkamewater.com/investors
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The Alkame Team

Alkame CEO Robert Eakle fell in love with water as a life-long surfer -- and has put significant education, development, and research into bringing Alkame

to reality. He has assembled a world-class team of experts who've successfully launched, marketed, distributed and sold beverage properties: 

John C. Taylor, Chief Operating Advisor, brings over 30 years of executive management experience in Operations, Marketing and Financials with industry

leaders in both public and private corporations, including Recreation and Entertainment, Food & Beverage, Property Management, Turnaround

Management, Executive Recruitment and other industries. 

Rick Bierwiler, Vice President of Sales, has launched and run his own company, working directly in all facets of the water process, from blow molding and

designing his own bottle to working directly with the distributors. He introduced Dodger Water, USC Water, and UCLA Water to Southern California,
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and has worked with over 30 colleges across the country with licensing and selling school-branded water in retail chains nationwide. 

Erwin Vahlsing, Jr., Chief Financial Advisor, has extensive international experience in leading, building, and managing finance departments in the

manufacturing, service, and construction industries. Proficient in strategic planning, organizational development, critical decision making, cost-effective

solutions and crisis management that consistently drives increased profitability. 

Eric McClure, Director of Cause Marketing & Creative Director, has more than 25 years in the entertainment industry, bringing together national

corporations, federal agencies, and youth organizations with socially active organizations and campaigns such as NOYS, DARE, and Heal The World. 

Ray Ibe, Senior Social Media and Marketing Advisor, is a marketing specialist with over 15 years of experience in the youth marketing, sports, and online

markets. His past and current client lists include ESPN X Games, Logitech, and Live Nation. 

Robert Ramsey, Advisor to the Board of Directors, has held top positions with several public companies including Dart Group, a multibillion-dollar public

entity incubator/holding company, and was co-founder of Total Beverage, the first lifestyle concept beverage superstore, which was acquired by Total

Wines. His accomplishments include water manufacturing acquisitions, launching new water brands, developing specialty waters, water production and

sales to major retailers such as Costco, Albertsons, Krogers and a variety of distribution channels.[52]

Alkame Launches Science and Technology

Advisory Group

In March, Alkame announced the formation of a Science and Technology Advisory Group consisting of leading health, nutrition, medical, and scientific

experts, with the goal to “study, improve and advance Alkame Water as a nationally recognized leader in superior hydration, health and wellness, and

sports performance.” The founding members are: 

Tammy Schaible Miller brings over 15 years of science, biology, nutrition, chemistry, sports management, teaching, and coaching experience to the Alkame

team. She is a Certified Personal Trainer and has coached collegiate level volleyball for 5 years. She holds an Associates of Science (AS) degree from

Trinidad State Junior College in Colorado, a Bachelor's Degree in Biology with a minor in Chemistry from Metropolitan State College of Denver, and a

Master's Degree in Sports Management with an emphasis in coaching. 

Dr. Pietro Baio is a certified chiropractor who practices in Brooklyn, New York, where he owns and operates "Performance Edge Chiropractic PC," with

a focus on sport chiropractic and a client list that includes mixed martial artists and professional boxers. In addition to graduating from New York

Chiropractic College (NYCC), Dr. Baio also holds both a BS and MA in Exercise Physiology from Adelphi University and is an ACSM Certified Exercise

Specialist. While attending NYCC and Adelphi University, Dr. Baio designed, executed, and took part in several research studies at the Human

Performance Lab of both schools. 

Andrea Visak, RDN, CSSD, LDN, is a sports and wellness dietitian and founder of H2O Nutrition, LLC, a San Diego-based company providing nutrition

counseling and education to enhance the performance of competitive and recreational athletes. Visak is a Registered Dietitian Nutritionist, a Certified

Specialist in Sports Dietetics (CSSD), and has served as a leader in sports and life performance through innovative fueling strategies for more than 10

years. [53]

Get Into ALKM…

Before the Revenue Stream Turns into a Gusher!

Alkame clearly sits in the sweet spot of a major trend that shows no sign of stopping -- a society that's turning away from sugary sodas and soft drinks

toward health, wellness, and athletic performance. 

The company is arriving at the right time and place with a bottled water that's easily differentiated from the pack in what could become a $70 billion market

in the next 3 years. Their internal team, Ambassadors, advertising and marketing approach, and distribution strategies are rock-solid. 

Add it all up, and Alkame is a classic example of a small company trading at a low price, with all indications pointing toward it hitting the big time. 

Keep in mind, investing in OTC stocks involves risk and it is strongly recommended that you do your own due diligence and research before making any

investment decision. By nature OTC stocks are volatile. And you should never trade more than you can afford to lose. 

But, if you are considering an investment in an innovative company -- one that's taking strategic steps to capitalize on a fast-growing industry, with a
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product offering more than its run-of-the-mill competitors -- Alkame Water could be your opportunity to pour on the profits. 

Once you've done your due diligence, log in to your online brokerage account, or contact your full-service broker. 

RISK FACTORS

Investments in OTCQB securities can be highly risky, their prices may be volatile, and you should be prepared to lose your entire investment. In addition,

investors should be aware of the following risks specific to Alkame Water (OTCQB:ALKM):

Financing. With the company just beginning operations, it requires more financing in order to continue as a going concern. If it does not secure additional

Industry: Beverages

Alkame Holdings, Inc.

OTCQB: ALKM

Shares Outstanding: 69,878,939

Public Float: 26,686,674
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financing, the company's financial future may be in jeopardy.

Volatility. Because Alkame Water trades on the OTCQB—and at very low volume—its stock price may be highly volatile; clear and transparent pricing

may be difficult to obtain.

Acquisition of Xtreme Technologies. The owner of the technology underlying Alkame's proprietary water technology is a key to the company's product

and marketing plans. Should the acquisition fail to happen, the company's plans will be substantially effected. The terms of the acquisition may also be

detrimental to Alkame's financial position.

Competition. The global and U.S. bottled water markets are large, robust, and populated with many strong players. While these markets present

opportunity, the sheer size and breadth of the competitors represents a significant task for Alkame management.

Economic factors. Unemployment rates, slow income growth, and fickle tastes of consumers could have a negative effect on the outlook for the company.

SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT

Statements contained in this online report and/or video, including those pertaining to estimates and related plans, potential mergers and acquisitions,

estimates, growth, establishing new markets, expansion into new markets and related plans other than statements of historical fact, are forward-looking

statements subject to a number of uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from statements made. We provide no assurance as to the

subject company's plans or ability to affect any planned and/or proposed actions. We have no first-hand knowledge of management and therefore cannot

comment on its capabilities, intent, resources, nor experience and make no attempt to do so. Statistical information, dollar amounts, and market size data

was provided by the subject company or its agent and related sources believed by us to be reliable, but we provide no assurance, and none is given, as to

the accuracy and completeness of this information. There are a number of important factors that could cause actual events or actual results of the subject

company to differ materially from these indicated by such forward-looking statements. Certain statements contained herein constitute forward-looking

statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and 21E of the Exchange Act of 1934. Such statements include, without

limitation, statements regarding business, financing, business trends, future operating revenues and expenses. There can be no assurance that such

expectations will prove to be correct. Investors are cautioned that any forward-looking statements made by the subject company, or contained in this online

report and/or video are not guarantees of future performance, and that the subject company’s actual results may differ materially from those set forth in the

forward-looking statements. Difference in results can be caused by various factors including, but not limited to, the subject company’s ability to be able to

successfully complete planned funding agreements, to successfully market its products in competitive industries or to effectively implement its business plan

or strategies. To reiterate, information presented in this online report and/or video contains “forward-looking statements”. Any statements that express or

involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions, or future events or performance are

not statements of historical fact and may be “forward-looking statements.” Forward-looking statements are based on expectations, estimates, and

projections at the time the statements are made that involve a number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ materially

from those presently anticipated. Forward-looking statements in this online report and/or video may be identified through the use of words such as

“expects,” “will,” “anticipates,” “estimates,” “believes,” “may,” or by statements indicating certain actions “may,” “could,” or “might” occur. More

information on the subject company may be found at http://www.sec.gov; readers can review all public filings by the subject company at the SEC’s

EDGAR page. Investing in securities is speculative and carries risk and past performance, if any, does not guarantee future results.

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

This online report and/or video should be viewed as a paid advertisement. In order to enhance public awareness of Alkame Holdings, Inc. and its securities

through the distribution of this online report and/or video, Luckymane Venture Capital Corp. has made available, to the publisher, Capital Growth

Publishing PTE. Ltd., a Singapore corporation, a production budget of $1,500,000 USD. These funds were applied towards costs associated with

creating, printing, and/or distributing this online report and/or video and any excess funds will be retained as profit. This online report and/or video appears

on www.wallstreetgiants.com, a website owned by Capital Growth Publishing PTE Ltd. Additionally, the publisher may receive additional revenue from the
sale of this online report and/or video, the amount of which cannot be determined to any degree of certainty. This online report and/or video is not, and

should not be construed to be, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security or otherwise invest in any company mentioned herein. This

publication, its publisher, and its editor do not purport to provide a complete analysis of any company’s financial position. The publisher and editor are not,

and do not purport to be, registered investment advisors and readers are advised that this online report and/or video is issued solely for informational

purposes. Neither the information presented nor any statement or expression of opinion, or any other matter herein, directly or indirectly constitutes a

representation by the publisher nor a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities. Investing in securities is speculative and carries a high degree of

risk. For detailed disclosure as required by Rule 17b of the Securities Act of 1933/1934, please contact CAPITAL GROWTH PUBLISHING LLC,

3411 Silverside Road, Rodney Building, Suite 104, Wilmington, County of New Castle, Delaware 19810, USA. Capital Growth Publishing LLC is a

wholly owned subsidiary of Capital Growth Publishing PTE Ltd. Analysts, principals, associates and employees of Capital Growth Publishing PTE Ltd. do

not own or trade shares of Alkame Holdings, Inc. or any other securities under coverage. You should never invest in any stock unless you can afford to

lose your entire investment.

The information contained herein is based on sources which the publisher believes to be reliable but is not guaranteed by the publisher as being accurate

and does not purport to be a complete statement or summary of the available data. All information on the subject company is provided by the profiled

company, or is available from public sources and the publisher makes no representations, warranties or guarantees as to the accuracy or completeness of

the disclosure by the profiled company. Investors should not rely solely on the information presented. Rather, investors should use the information provided

http://www.sec.gov/
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by the profiled company as a starting point for doing additional independent research on the profiled company in order to allow the investor to form his or

her own opinion regarding investing in the profiled company. Factual statements made by the profiled company are made as of the date stated and are

subject to change without notice. Accordingly, the publisher makes no recommendation that the securities of the subject company herein should be

purchased, sold or held and cautions that investing in securities is highly speculative and carries an extremely high degree of risk. It is possible that an

investor’s investment may be lost or impaired due to the speculative nature of the companies profiled. The owner, publisher, editor and their associates are

not responsible for errors and omissions. They may from time to time have a position in the securities mentioned herein and may increase or decrease such

positions without notice. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. The publisher encourages readers and investors to supplement the

information in these reports with independent research and other professional advice.

By using or viewing this publication, the reader agrees to hold the publisher, its operators owners and employees harmless and to completely release them

from any and all liability due to any and all loss (monetary or otherwise), damage (monetary or otherwise), or injury (monetary or otherwise) that they may

incur.

All trademarks used in this publication are the property of their respective trademark holders. The publisher is not affiliated, connected, or associated with,

and are not sponsored, approved or originated by, the trademark holders unless otherwise stated. No claim is made by the publisher to any rights in any

third-party trademarks.

This information is neither a solicitation to buy nor an offer to sell securities but is a paid advertisement. Information contained herein contains forward-

looking statements and is subject to significant risks and uncertainties, which will affect the results. The opinions contained herein reflect our current

judgment and are subject to change without notice. We encourage our readers to invest carefully and read the investor information available at the web sites

of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) at http://www.sec.gov and the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) at

http://www.nasd.com The NASD has published information on how to invest carefully. Readers can review all public filings by companies at the SEC's

EDGAR page.

Again, viewers are strongly urged to independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and to perform their own due diligence on this or any

other advertised company, including but not limited to consulting with qualified investment professional and reviewing the publicly available financial

statements of, and other information about Alkame Holdings, Inc. You should also determine that an investment in Alkame Holdings, Inc. is appropriate

and suitable for you. Alkame Holdings. Inc. is traded on the OTCQB (trading symbol ALKM). Its stock is registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as

amended, and its periodic and other reports filed under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, are publicly available from the Securities and

Exchange Commission at its website at http://www.sec.gov. This website also contains general investor information about publicly traded companies,

advice to investors and other investor resources. Other investor resources are also available.

Third Party Advertiser / Advertising Agency / IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER

Capital Growth Publishing PTE Ltd. has a $1,500,000 USD advertising production budget as of March 1, 2014 in an effort to build industry and investor

awareness. Any funds leftover after expenses for research, overhead, advertising and public relations related to Alkame Holdings, Inc. (TRADING

SYMBOL: ALKM) will be considered profit. Entities related to Luckymane Venture Capital Corp. may hold shares in ALKM and are likely to sell those

shares. Any such sales of ALKM common stock will affect the value of your shares (negatively). This should be considered a direct conflict of interest.

Please review all investment decisions with a licensed investment advisor. This report is a commercial advertisement and is for general information purposes

only. Capital Growth Publishing PTE Ltd. is engaged in the business of marketing and advertising companies for monetary compensation. Never invest in

any stock featured on this site or emails unless you can afford to lose your entire investment.
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Note: All links were current at time of publication, but are subject to change
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[23] http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/12/10/diet-soda-sales-decreasing_n_4420657.html 
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[28] http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/09/12/michelle-obama-drink-up-campaign_n_3912597.html 

[29] http://www.alkamewater.com/whos-drinking-alkame-water 

[30] http://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/pepsicos-first-premium-water-hit-red-carpet-n7596 

[31] http://finance.yahoo.com/news/alkame-water-signs-exclusive-national-120000250.html 

[32] http://nation.time.com/2013/12/17/san-francisco-may-be-first-major-city-to-ban-plastic-water-bottles/ 

[33] http://www.alkamewater.com/water 

[34] http://www.alkamewater.com/water 

[35] http://www.just-drinks.com/management-briefing/bottled-water_id112536.aspx 

[36] http://seekingalpha.com/article/1637772-big-beverage-companies-eye-small-water-players 
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[40] http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/06/17/deals-day-idUSL3N0ET21S20130617 
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[42] MNST: Aug. 1995 - $0.09 to Feb. 2014 – 73.30: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=MNST&a=07&b=18&c=1995&d=01&e=13&f=2014&g=m 

SBUX: Jun. 1992 – $0.65 to Nov. 2013 – $82.50: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=SBUX&a=05&b=26&c=1992&d=01&e=13&f=2014&g=m 

JSDA: Jun. 1999 – $0.74 to Apr. 2007 – $32.60: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=JSDA&a=05&b=21&c=1999&d=01&e=13&f=2014&g=m 

BREW: Mar. 2009 – $0.85 to Oct. 2013 – $18.70: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?s=BREW&a=07&b=18&c=1995&d=01&e=13&f=2014&g=m 

SAM: Nov. 1995 – $20.00 (IPO price) to Oct. 2013 – $265.53: http://finance.yahoo.com/q/hp?

s=SAM&a=10&b=21&c=1995&d=01&e=13&f=2014&g=m 

Note: Stock prices adjusted for dividends and splits. 

[43] http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=aW2zg.b7gBKo 

[44] http://www.dailycamera.com/ci_13073446 

[45] http://cnnfn.cnn.com/2000/10/30/deals/sobe/index.htm 

[46] http://www.foodbev.com/opinion/481-food-and-drink-acquisitions-in-2013#.UvzZJUJdXd0 

[47] http://finance.yahoo.com/news/alkame-water-launches-enhanced-website-120000773.html 

[48] http://www.alkamewater.com/alkame-water-to-begin-distribution-rollout-with-7-eleven-franchisees-in-southern-california 

[49] http://finance.yahoo.com/news/alkame-water-announces-distribution-agreement-124500229.html 

[50] http://finance.yahoo.com/news/alkame-water-secures-southern-california-183028596.html 

[51] http://finance.yahoo.com/news/alkame-water-begins-five-state-140951530.html 

[52] http://www.alkamewater.com/management 

[53] http://finance.yahoo.com/news/alkame-water-appoints-three-founding-145038668.html

Where To Trade ALKM

Alkame Holdings, Inc. (OTCQB:ALKM) trades on the OTCQB marketplace, which is operated by the OTC Markets Group.

Not all brokers offer trading capabilities on the OTCQB; the following broker options may provide access to trade ALKM and other OTC securities:
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Disclaimer

The preceding list is offered as a reader service for information only, and does not constitute any type of advice about or recommendation of any of the

brokers contained therein, nor is it a representation or warranty of their qualifications. 

Wall Street Giants makes no claims, promises, or guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, currency, or adequacy of the broker information. Use of

the information contained in or linked to those websites and their associated sites is at your own risk.

IR Contact Info

INVESTOR RELATIONS

ALKAME HOLDINGS, INC.

3651 Lindell Road Suite D # 356

Las Vegas, NV 89103

1 (888) 391-9990

investor@alkamewater.com

http://www.investrade.com/
http://www.choicetrade.com/
http://www.nobletrading.com/
https://www.scottrade.com/
http://www.questrade.com/
http://penntrade.com/
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http://www.mbtrading.com/
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http://www.trademonster.com/
https://us.etrade.com/
https://www.schwab.com/
https://www.interactivebrokers.com/
mailto:investor@alkamewater.com
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www.alkamewater.com/investors

TRANSFER AGENT

ISLAND STOCK TRANSFER

15500 Roosevelt Blvd. Ste. #301

Clearwater, Fl 33760

1 (727) 289-0010

www.islandstocktransfer.com

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS

ALKAME HOLDINGS, INC.

3651 Lindell Road Suite D # 356

Las Vegas, NV 89103

1 (702) 273-9714

info@alkamewater.com

www.alkamewater.com
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